We discuss the phenomenology of a dark matter scenario in which we extend the Standard Model by a real scalar particle and a vector-like heavy quark. Such a model can be seen as a simplified version of a composite setup in which the scalar field, that couples to the top quark via a Yukawa interaction with the new heavy quark, is a viable dark matter candidate. We emphasize that QCD corrections are important not only for predictions at colliders but also for direct and indirect dark matter searches and the relic abundance. We moreover show that a large fraction of the model parameter space remains unconstrained.
Introduction
There is a large experimental effort worldwide that aims at deciphering the nature of the dark matter. A much studied scenario assumes that the dark matter (DM) is made of a stable and neutral particle species, with a relic abundance fixed by chemical freeze-out in the early universe. As the required annihilation cross section is in the 1 pb range, such particles are collectively called weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). A generic feature of any DM candidate with an abundance originating from freeze-out is that they can be complementarily searched for directly, indirectly and at colliders. We report on a phenomenological analysis of a simple, yet rich, WIMP model in which DM is a real scalar particle that couples dominantly to the top quark 1) . Such a simplified scenario could seen as the dark sector of more ambitious theories beyond the Standard Model (SM), like non-minimal composite models 2) .
Theoretical context
The Lagrangian describing our simplified model takes the form Real Scalar coupling to t R Figure 1 : Top-philic DM model parameter space shown in the DM mass (m S ) and spectrum compression factor (m T /m S − 1) plane. In the gray regions, the observed DM relic density cannot be accommodated, whilst in the region in between, there exists a specificỹ t value leading to the right DM abundance. We refer to the text for the description of the different experimental constraints, that each corresponds to a given colored region. We moreover imposeỹ t < 6 to allow for a perturbative treatment in our calculations (upper gray region). In the lower gray region, DM is under-abundant assuming thermal freeze-out.
where S denotes the scalar dark matter candidate, T is a vector-like color triplet fermion and t R stands for the right-handed top quark. Other terms are forbidden by imposing that both S and T are odd under a Z 2 symmetry whereas the SM fields are set to be even. This ensures the stability of the dark matter and forbids the mixing of the T -quark with the SM quarks. Whilst in practice the quantum numbers of the T particle also allow for couplings with S and the first and second generation quarks, we set these to zero (the associated phenomenology having been worked out in the past 3) ), thus assuming that DM dominantly interacts with the top quark. Non-minimal composite models, in which the top quark plays a special role 2) , could yield the Lagrangian of eq. (1). While such a possibility is very much worth further investigating, we consider in the meantime this Lagrangian as a simplified model 4) . We so assume that only 3 parameters are needed to study its phenomenology, namely the two new physics masses m S and m T , and the Yukawa couplingỹ t .
In the sequel, we first summarize our determination of the relic abundance and then discuss the resulting experimental constraints on the model parameters. We put a special emphasis on the role of the QCD radiative corrections, which are particularly important in our model. The results of our analysis including DM direct and indirect detection, as well as the bounds stemming from LHC searches, are collected in figure 1 . This exhibits the complementarity between the experimental searches, and that heavy DM configurations are untested.
Relic density
Assuming thermal freeze-out, all viable setups for which the DM relic abundance can match the Planck collaboration results correspond to the area in between the gray regions in figure 1 , or equivalently, to the colored region in the left panel of figure 2 . Both results are depicted in the plane (m S , m T /m S − 1) where we coin m T /m S − 1 the spectrum compression factor as it shows how close are the mediator and DM masses. It turns out that a viable DM candidate can be continuously obtained from masses ranging For m S m t , this enhancement is significant and the NLO contributions clearly dominate. As m S decreases the top quark mass becomes less negligible, and, while NLO effects remain important, the ratio between the NLO and LO predictions gets closer to 1. Finally, the apparent increase at m S ∼ m t is spurious and should be removed by a proper treatment of the threshold effects 7, 8) . On the left panel of figure 2 , the impact of a non-negligible top quark mass can be seen by comparing the colored region associated with an S coupling to t R to the viable parameter space region when S couples to the right-handed up quarku R 3) (shown in between the dotted black lines). For m S ≤ m t , the relic density could arise from loop-induced SS → gg annihilations 3, 9) , a process that is also unexpectedly large if the mediator is not too heavy (m T m S ) and the compression factor close to 1. The abundance may also originate from co-annihilations (e.g., ST → gt) or even from mediator annihilation TT → gg/qq if the mass spectrum is sufficiently compressed (typically in the dark blue region of the left panel of figure 2 for m S 3 TeV), provided the S and T particles are in chemical equilibrium (Γ(S ↔ T ) H with H being the Hubble rate). The rationale for such a compressed mass spectrum in which a DM particle is degenerate with colored states in a natural way may stem from extra-dimensional 10) or grand unified 11) theories. In addition, departures from thermal equilibrium are known to potentially affect the results 12) , and while we could expect that Sommerfeld corrections strongly impact the TT → gg/qq annihilation cross sections, the existence of both attractive and repulsive channels tame those effects that are at most of O(15%) 1, 3) . Real Scalar coupling to tR 
Experimental and observational constraints

LHC searches
Like for any WIMP-like DM, our model can be probed at the LHC through signatures comprised of missing transverse energy (MET) produced in association with either jets (mono-X-like probes) or a tt pair. We reinterpret the results of a typical DM search in the tt plus MET mode using 35.9 fb −1 of CMS data 13) , increasing sensitivity to compressed scenarios by additionally considering a dedicated CMS search 14) . We moreover reinterpret the results of two early Run 2 ATLAS DM searches in the monojet and multijet plus MET modes 15, 16) . Those searches being limited by systematics, any constraint they could lead to is not expected to get more severe with more data 17) . Our results are presented in the left panel of figure 3 . The colored regions correspond to scenarios excluded at the 95% confidence level by at least one of the considered tt plus MET (dark blue) or multijet plus MET (light blue) analyses, considering NLO simulations for the DM signal. The latter dominantly stems from the production of a pair of T -quarks decaying into top quarks and missing energy (pp → TT → tStS) and is excluded for m T values lying in the 300-1000 GeV range, provided there is enough phase space to guarantee the mediator decay. No constraint arises if the T → tS decay channel is closed, as the T -quark turns out to be long-lived. Those results are reported according to the same color code in figure 1.
Direct detection
DM being scalar, direct detection constraints can only originate from spin-independent exclusion limits imposed by ton-size liquid Xenon experiments (currently Xenon 1T 18, 19) ). DM-nucleon scattering occurring at one loop through the exchange of virtual top quarks, the coupling between S and nucleons boils down to an SSgg effective operator. This contrasts with models in which DM couples to light quarks, where higher-twist operators and long-range interactions are important 3) . The constraints on the scattering cross-section are presented in the right panel of figure 3 , the strongest bounds arising for light DM candidates. In this case, the relic density is typically driven by annihilations into gluons (SS → gg) mediated by a largeỹ t Yukawa coupling. This suggests a potentially large value for the DMnucleon scattering cross section. For heavier dark matter, however the scattering cross section typically The former is most relevant for lighter DM, m S 100 GeV, some scenarios being excluded. Annihilations into the tt(g) mode can yield constraints from Fermi-LAT dwarf galaxy results. While assuming a bb final state, the latter can be recasted 1) . Some model configurations for which m t < m S < 500 GeV turn out to be excluded. Finally, DM annihilations can feature gamma-ray-line topologies to which experiments like Fermi-LAT are very sensitive to. These turn out to be subdominant compared with the gamma-ray continuum generated by the hadronization of the tt decay products and gluons (right panel). All indirect detection constraints are reported in figure 1 following the same color coding as in figure 4.
Summary
WIMP dark matter is being tested in various experiments in astrophysics, cosmology and at colliders. In this work, we have extensively investigated a simplified top-philic scalar DM scenario that could find its origin in composite setups. We have studied various existing constraints on the model and shown that although there is a complementarity between the different searches, only a small fraction of the viable parameter space is currently tested. The most fruitful long-term strategy therefore consists in an increase of the energy reach at colliders.
